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Abstract— The use of digital schemes to indirectly detect the 

zero-current crossing and perform the zero

ultra-low-voltage inductive boost converters has been prevalent 

in recent developments. However, design guidelines fo

digital schemes are still lacking. In this paper, an efficient zero

current switching scheme for ultra-low-voltage boost converters 

is proposed and implemented in standard CMOS 130 nm 

technology. Instrumental to our design was the introduction of 

the proper time delay for sensing the direction of the inductor 

current on the opening of the high-side switch. The correct delay 

time as a function of the circuit parameters keeps the switching 

as close as possible to the zero-current crossing. Owing to an 

efficient zero-current-switching scheme, the fabricated prototype 

provides end-to-end efficiency of 76% for a voltage converter 

having an input voltage as low as 20 mV. 

 
Index Terms— Boost converter, energy harvesting, ultra

power, ultra-low voltage, zero-current switching

I. INTRODUCTION 

ECENT developments in thermal energy harvesting

been focused on low-voltage operation using 

inductive boost converter (Fig. 1(a)) in discontinuous 

conduction mode (DCM) to provide DC

ultra-low input voltages (VIN) to output voltage (

suitable for powering electronic devices.

operation of the converter in DCM (Fig.

switch (HSS) should be opened when the inductor 

very close to zero. The opening of the HSS when the current is 

positive impedes the energy stored in the inductor 

fully transferred to the output. On the other hand, a negative

current leads to a reverse energy flow that 

the output capacitor [1], [2]. A possible candidate for the HSS 

implementation is the diode [3]. However, th

efficient for low power applications due to 

reverse leakage current and the forward voltage drop.
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Fig. 1. (a) Simplified inductive boost convert

current in DCM. 

 

In order to improve the efficiency, a MOS switch controlled 

by a zero-current-switching (ZCS) scheme is usually 

employed as the HSS. ZCS schemes are used for the opening 

of the HSS of the boost converter at the

zero crossing of the inductor current (Fig.

the inductor discharging time (

comparators to sense the voltage drop through the HSS to 

detect the zero-current crossing 

resistance is low during the on state

voltage drop across the HSS when the current is 

is unavoidably prone to error.

Another approach to perfo

digital schemes to detect the zero

indirect variable [2], [7]-[11]

(Fig. 1(a)). This is the most 

the power consumption of the ZCS scheme is reduced due to 

the adoption of digital circuits. 

after the opening of the HSS, 

logic, where logic low is associated 

HSS while logic high is associated 

sensed and quantized signal is sent to a control circuit 

selects a pulse width that sets the state of the HSS for 

switching near the zero-current

approach is associated with two fundamental problems: firstly, 

the appropriate time for sensing the voltage 

herein as the measurement delay (

been addressed; and secondly,

modulate the width of the pulse

inefficient at low VIN, leading to 

current crossing detection 

synchronization of the measurement delay

report the adjustment of ∆tM

not provide any hints on how to properly set the value of 

as a function of the circuit parameters. 

related to the detection accuracy
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Fig. 1. (a) Simplified inductive boost converter topology and (b) inductor 

In order to improve the efficiency, a MOS switch controlled 

switching (ZCS) scheme is usually 

employed as the HSS. ZCS schemes are used for the opening 

of the HSS of the boost converter at the instant close to the 

zero crossing of the inductor current (Fig. 1(b)), at the end of 

the inductor discharging time (tOFF). Some designs use voltage 

comparators to sense the voltage drop through the HSS to 

crossing [1], [4]-[6]. Since the HSS 

the on state, detecting the very low 

voltage drop across the HSS when the current is close to zero 

.  

Another approach to perform the ZCS involves the use of 

digital schemes to detect the zero-current crossing through an 

[11], which is the voltage vM 

 commonly used approach, since 

the power consumption of the ZCS scheme is reduced due to 

the adoption of digital circuits. In this solution, vM is sensed 

after the opening of the HSS, and quantized using a 2-level 

is associated with early opening of the 

is associated with its late opening. The 

signal is sent to a control circuit that 

that sets the state of the HSS for 

current crossing. However, this 

two fundamental problems: firstly, 

time for sensing the voltage vM, referred to 

measurement delay (∆tM) [2], [8], has not yet 

secondly, the linear scaling used to 

of the pulse that controls the HSS state is 

leading to low accuracy in the zero-

current crossing detection in this range. To perform the 

measurement delay, most authors 

M by simulation, although they do 

not provide any hints on how to properly set the value of ∆tM 

as a function of the circuit parameters. To address the problem 

accuracy at low VIN, in [10] the 

Switching Circuit for 

Voltage Boost Converters  
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Fig. 2. (a) Proposed circuit architecture of the boost converter. The shaded 

area represents the schematic of the control circuit of the HSS

flowchart detailing the operation principle of the ZCS circuit

 

resolution is increased with the use of coarse and fine delay 

stages, which set the width of the pulse that opens the HSS. 

However, the ZCS circuit in [10] uses an external 0.6 V power 

supply to reduce the power consumption and operat

a narrow input range (20-50 mV). Also

resolution in [11] the authors use a 6-bit resolution, which 

increases the circuit complexity and power consumption. 

In this brief, we analyze and implement a digital ZCS 

scheme for the improvement of the overall boost 

The proper setting of the measurement delay 

this work allows the correct discrimination between early and 

late opening of the HSS. The value of 

influence on the conversion efficiency and a criterion for 

setting has not yet been established in the literature

proper choice of the ∆tM value along with the pulse

geometric scaling adopted here allows the HSS to

switching very close to the zero crossing of the current

the whole operational range of the converter. 

II. PROPOSED ZCS CIRCUIT

To open the HSS close to the zero-crossing of the 

current, we implemented the ZCS circuit shown in 

which shares some of the operation principles of 

reported in [2], [7]-[11]. However, important modifications

were introduced to improve the detection accuracy and 

minimize synchronization errors, especially at low 

 

architecture of the boost converter. The shaded 

area represents the schematic of the control circuit of the HSS and (b) a 

flowchart detailing the operation principle of the ZCS circuit. 

use of coarse and fine delay 

which set the width of the pulse that opens the HSS. 

uses an external 0.6 V power 

supply to reduce the power consumption and operates only in 

50 mV). Also, to increase the 

bit resolution, which 

ower consumption.  

we analyze and implement a digital ZCS 

overall boost efficiency. 

The proper setting of the measurement delay ∆tM employed in 

this work allows the correct discrimination between early and 

late opening of the HSS. The value of ∆tM has a direct 

influence on the conversion efficiency and a criterion for its 

established in the literature. The 

along with the pulse-width 

allows the HSS to perform 

zero crossing of the current over 

the whole operational range of the converter.  

IRCUIT 

crossing of the inductor 

current, we implemented the ZCS circuit shown in Fig. 2(a), 

which shares some of the operation principles of the circuits 

important modifications 

introduced to improve the detection accuracy and 

minimize synchronization errors, especially at low VIN. The 

Fig. 3. Representation of the inductor current, 

opening (left) and early opening (right).

 

power consumption of the ZCS circuit is mainly due to 

switching losses of the logic circuits

simulations, the power dissipation of

supplied by VOUT=1 V was 348

Ideally, the ZCS circuit shown in 

signal (vGHS) that keeps the HSS 

during the inductor idle (tD

Fig. 1(b)). In our application

fixed parameters provided by 

Fig. 2(a), which is generated by a 

ring oscillator (CSRO). The pulse generated by the ZCS 

circuit (vGHS), applied to the gate of the HSS

width (tPW) that should be as close as possible to 

an almost linear function of

conversion ratios (M) [12]. 

ZCS circuit needs to detect 

HSS and select the value of 

closed. For the 4-bit system

different values for the pulse width (

accommodate the range of tOFF

VIN. To implement these functionalities, the ZCS circuit is 

comprised of a delay chain with 16 stages 

inverters (Fig. 2(a)) that generate a 

pulse widths, the sensing flip

(∆tM) circuit and a pulse selection 

a 4-bit counter). 

A. Circuit operation 

The operation principle of the proposed ZCS circuit 

represented in the flowchart of Fig. 2(b).

flop, the circuit senses the voltage 

∆tM after the opening of the HSS

zero-current crossing, the initial condition for the inductor 

current at the opening of HSS is negative

shift rapidly from VOUT to zero. Therefore, if 

the flip-flop switching point (

the sensing flip-flop, which is interpreted as late opening

the other hand, if the HSS opens before the zero

crossing (iL(0)>0), the inductor current discharge

high off-resistance of the HSS

(Fig. 3), which lasts until the inductor completely discharges

Thus, if vM is still higher than the switching point a short time 

(∆tM) after the opening of the HSS, 

the flip-flop, which is interpreted as early opening.

Depending on the logic level detected

incremented, for logic high (early opening),

for logic low (late opening), in order to

2

 
Representation of the inductor current, vGHS and vM for the case of late 

opening (left) and early opening (right). 

power consumption of the ZCS circuit is mainly due to the 

of the logic circuits. In post-layout 

power dissipation of the ZCS circuit self-

348 nW for fSW=40 kHz.  

Ideally, the ZCS circuit shown in Fig. 2(a) generates a pulse 

HSS closed during tOFF and open 

D) and charging (tON) times (see 

In our application, tON (17 µs) and T (25 µs) are 

provided by the clock signal shown in 

generated by a five-stage current-starved 

he pulse generated by the ZCS 

applied to the gate of the HSS, has a variable 

e as close as possible to tOFF, which is 

function of VIN, especially at high voltage 

. At each cycle of operation, the 

ZCS circuit needs to detect the early or late opening of the 

and select the value of tPW during which the HSS is 

bit system adopted in this research, 16 

different values for the pulse width (tPW) are generated to 

OFF or, equivalently, the range of 

. To implement these functionalities, the ZCS circuit is 

comprised of a delay chain with 16 stages of current-starved 

generate a sequence of increasing 

, the sensing flip-flop, the measurement delay 

pulse selection mechanism (multiplexer and 

The operation principle of the proposed ZCS circuit is 

in the flowchart of Fig. 2(b). Using a D-type flip-

flop, the circuit senses the voltage vM at a time slot equal to 

after the opening of the HSS. If the HSS opens after the 

current crossing, the initial condition for the inductor 

current at the opening of HSS is negative (iL(0)<0) and vM will 

to zero. Therefore, if vM is lower than 

switching point (VOUT/2), logic low is detected by 

, which is interpreted as late opening. On 

the other hand, if the HSS opens before the zero-current 

>0), the inductor current discharges through the 

resistance of the HSS, causing an overshoot at vM 

until the inductor completely discharges. 

is still higher than the switching point a short time 

) after the opening of the HSS, logic high is detected by 

which is interpreted as early opening. 

Depending on the logic level detected, the counter is then 

h (early opening), or decremented, 

in order to make the current pulse 
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width applied to the gate of the HSS as close as possible to 

tOFF. The 4-bit counter controls a multiplexer

one of the outputs of the 16-stage delay chain to the pulse 

generator circuit, thus setting the pulse width.

the pulse width generated by the ZCS circuit (

alternate between two values around tOFF

operation, tPW will be slightly narrower than 

opening is detected and a control signal is sent to the counter 

in order to increase tPW. In the next cycle, 

increased in the previous cycle, is now slightly wider than 

tOFF, and late opening is detected by the flip

the counter decreases the pulse width, returning to the 

previous condition where tPW is slightly narrower than 

thus keeping tPW oscillating around tOFF.  

III. THE MEASUREMENT D

The time (∆tM) after the opening of the HSS at which 

sensed by the flip-flop is set by the measurement delay block, 

comprised of two inverters calibrated for the required delay 

(∆tM). Although in previous works the measurement of 

been used to discriminate between early or late 

HSS, no specific criterion for determining the value of 

been proposed. 

Let us now define tSP as the time interval between the 

opening of the HSS and the crossing of 

switching point (VOUT/2) of the sensing flip

Fig. 3. The value of tSP is a function of 

parameters and initial conditions at the opening of the HSS. If 

∆tM is set too short, compared to tSP, late opening can be 

interpreted as early opening. Conversely, if 

early opening can be interpreted as late opening. Therefore, 

the accuracy in detecting late or early opening for this type 

ZCS scheme is strongly related to the synchronization

sensing circuit, which is set by ∆tM. 

In order to evaluate the dependence of 

current at the opening of the HSS (iL(0)), 

simulation was performed, where the initial condition for the 

inductor current was swept and tSP was measured

values of L and VOUT. The results are shown in 

normalized iL(0), in order to provide a curve which is 

independent of the boost inductance value and output voltage.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, tSP is a monotonic function of 

Therefore, the measurement delay ∆tM should be set at a value 

higher than the values of tSP for negative 

cross the switching point and, thus, late opening to be 

correctly detected. Similarly, ∆tM should be lower than 

values of tSP for positive iL(0), preventing 

switching point and, thus, allowing early opening to be 

correctly detected. Hence, setting ∆tM equal to the value of 

tSP0, which is the value of tSP for iL(0)=0, allows 

and late opening of the HSS to be correctly discrimin

L=220 µH and VOUT=1 V, the post-layout simulation indicated 

a value of tSP0 equal to 33 ns, which was the 

∆tM. 

In the appendix, we analyze the time response of 

the opening of the HSS. For the second

as close as possible to 

bit counter controls a multiplexer, which connects 

ge delay chain to the pulse 

setting the pulse width. In steady state, 

the pulse width generated by the ZCS circuit (tPW) will 

OFF. In one cycle of 

will be slightly narrower than tOFF; thus, early 

opening is detected and a control signal is sent to the counter 

. In the next cycle, tPW, which was 

increased in the previous cycle, is now slightly wider than 

, and late opening is detected by the flip-flop. Similarly, 

the counter decreases the pulse width, returning to the 

is slightly narrower than tOFF; 

DELAY 

) after the opening of the HSS at which vM is 

is set by the measurement delay block, 

comprised of two inverters calibrated for the required delay 

works the measurement of vM has 

early or late opening of the 

no specific criterion for determining the value of ∆tM has 

as the time interval between the 

opening of the HSS and the crossing of vM through the 

the sensing flip-flop, as shown in 

is a function of certain circuit 

initial conditions at the opening of the HSS. If 

, late opening can be 

, if ∆tM is set too long, 

early opening can be interpreted as late opening. Therefore, 

the accuracy in detecting late or early opening for this type of 

synchronization of the 

valuate the dependence of tSP on the inductor 

), post-layout transient 

simulation was performed, where the initial condition for the 

was measured for different 

The results are shown in Fig. 4 for the 

to provide a curve which is 

independent of the boost inductance value and output voltage. 

is a monotonic function of iL(0). 

should be set at a value 

for negative iL(0), allowing vM to 

late opening to be 

should be lower than the 

, preventing vM from crossing the 

allowing early opening to be 

equal to the value of 

allows both the early 

late opening of the HSS to be correctly discriminated. For 

layout simulation indicated 

, which was the value chosen for 

we analyze the time response of vM after 

the second-order system 

Fig. 4. Post-layout results for normalized 

 

comprised of the capacitance at node 

(L) and the parasitic resistance of the switches (

is given by  

0 arccos 0.5 1.05SP MP MPt LC LC= ≈
Hence, setting ∆tM equal to 

minimizes the synchronization error. The result obtained with 

(1) is in close agreement with the 

In steady-state, the circuit is designed to alternate between 

two consecutive pulse width valu

level readings. If ∆tM is equal to 

generate alternating late and early opening

Fig. 3, keeping iL(0) as close as possible to zero. However, 

inappropriate values of ∆tM can lead to an alternation around a 

value of iL(0) different from zero. In this case, the pulse width 

values could generate only either

IV. SYNCHRONIZATION 

The values of tPW provided by the delay chain should cover 

the whole range of tOFF, which

range of VIN. The accuracy of the ZCS scheme 

increased by increasing the 

consumption of the ZCS block increases roughly 

two for each additional bit of resolution

linearly divided, the relative synchronization error

for lower VIN, owing to a relative step size of 

greater than at high values of 

problem, the use of the geomet

proposed [9] to decrease the step size in 

tOFF (or VIN). 

The synchronization errors are translated 

synchronization losses (ℒSYNC

of Fig. 3. ℒSYNC can be expressed 

transferred to the load for a given 

transferred to the load for the case of ideal ZCS (

obtained when tPW = tOFF, leading to

ZCS TPW
SYNC

ZCS OFF

E E

E t

−= =L

For the case of iL(0)<0 (late opening), all 

which is drained from the output capacitor after the zero

current crossing is lost; thus, 

iL(0)>0 (early opening), the energy stored 

opening of the HSS is partially delivered to the load and 

partially lost in the HSS in the form 

Therefore, kL represents the fraction of the

in the HSS and is a function of 

3

 
layout results for normalized tSP vs iL(0).  

comprised of the capacitance at node vM (CMP), the inductance 

) and the parasitic resistance of the switches (Fig. 8(a)), tSP0 

( )arccos 0.5 1.05SP MP MPt LC LC= ≈ .  (1) 

equal to tSP0 given by expression (1) 

minimizes the synchronization error. The result obtained with 

) is in close agreement with the post-layout simulations.  

state, the circuit is designed to alternate between 

values that cause alternating logic 

is equal to tSP0, these pulse widths also 

generate alternating late and early opening, as represented in 

as close as possible to zero. However, 

can lead to an alternation around a 

different from zero. In this case, the pulse width 

only either early or late opening. 

YNCHRONIZATION ERROR AND LOSSES 

provided by the delay chain should cover 

, which is dependent on the specified 

. The accuracy of the ZCS scheme can be 

increased by increasing the bit resolution, but the power 

consumption of the ZCS block increases roughly by a factor of 

of resolution. If the range of tOFF is 

divided, the relative synchronization error is higher 

, owing to a relative step size of tPW which is 

greater than at high values of VIN, or tOFF. To overcome this 

problem, the use of the geometric scaling of tPW has been 

the step size in tPW for low values of 

synchronization errors are translated into 

SYNC), which are defined with the aid 

can be expressed in terms of the energy 

transferred to the load for a given tPW (ETPW) and the energy 

transferred to the load for the case of ideal ZCS (EZCS), 

, leading to 

( )2

2

L OFF PWZCS TPW

ZCS OFF

k t t

E t

−
= =     (2) 

<0 (late opening), all of the energy 

which is drained from the output capacitor after the zero-

current crossing is lost; thus, kL is equal to 1. For the case of 

0 (early opening), the energy stored in the inductor at the 

opening of the HSS is partially delivered to the load and 

partially lost in the HSS in the form of conduction losses. 

represents the fraction of the energy that is lost 

of the HSS off-resistance and also  
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Fig. 5. Calculated ℒ SYNC vs VIN for different ∆tM values (4 bits, 

µH). 

 

Fig. 6. Measured vM waveform during steady-state operation. 

 

slightly dependent on iL(0) and VIN. An approximate value for 

kL can be empirically estimated by simulation once the size of 

the HSS is defined. In our design, the value of 

0.3. Since in steady state the system alternates between two 

tPW values, one slightly narrower and one sl

tOFF, the overall ℒSYNC for a given tOFF is the average of the 

ℒSYNC values for the two alternating tPW values.

To calculate (2) for any given set of ∆tM

determine tOFF, which is easily obtained

converter expressions [12], and the two alternating values of 

tPW, which are calculated as follows: firstly, it should be

that each ∆tM matches the tSP of a specific 

relation given in Fig. 4. This value of 

compared to iL(t=tON+tPW) calculated from

expression of iL during tOFF [12]. For each 

lowest value of tPW generated by the ZCS circuit 

iL(t=tON+tPW)<iL(0) needs to be found. This is

value of tPW that generates logic low for the given set of 

and ∆tM. In steady-state, the system alternates between this 

value of tPW and its immediate lower value, which in turn 

generates logic high. Under these considerations

calculated and plotted against VIN for different values of 

Fig. 5, for both geometric and linear pulse scaling. A

observed, using the geometric pulse scaling and

according to (1) minimizes the synchronization losses, which 

can become significant as ∆tM deviates f

∆tM much lower than tSP0 have a stronger

especially at low VIN.  

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The inductive boost converter using the proposed ZCS 

circuit was designed and fabricated in a standard 130

CMOS process. The circuit is also comprised of startup and 

 

 
values (4 bits, kL =0.3, L =220 

 
state operation. VIN=20 mV. 

An approximate value for 

empirically estimated by simulation once the size of 

the value of kL was around 

Since in steady state the system alternates between two 

values, one slightly narrower and one slightly wider than 

is the average of the 

values. 

M and VIN, we need to 

obtained using the boost 

the two alternating values of 

irstly, it should be noted 

of a specific iL(0), through the 

This value of iL(0) should be 

from the time domain 

or each VIN and ∆tM, the 

generated by the ZCS circuit that makes 

This is also the lowest 

for the given set of VIN 

state, the system alternates between this 

and its immediate lower value, which in turn 

Under these considerations, ℒSYNC is 

for different values of ∆tM in 

for both geometric and linear pulse scaling. As can be 

using the geometric pulse scaling and setting ∆tM 

) minimizes the synchronization losses, which 

deviates from tSP0. Values of 

er influence on ℒSYNC, 

ESULTS 

The inductive boost converter using the proposed ZCS 

circuit was designed and fabricated in a standard 130 nm 

CMOS process. The circuit is also comprised of startup and  

Fig. 7. (a) The micrograph of the fabricated chip and (b) the complete 

prototype used for measurements.  

 

Fig. 8. Measurement results of the maximum 

 

TABLE

COMPARISON OF THIS WO

 

maximum power point tracki

the scope of this brief. A micrograph of the

shown in Fig. 7(a). The complete prototype

chip components L=220 µH, 

shown in Fig. 7(b). The input source 

variable power supply and a 40

Fig. 6 shows the waveform of 

the alternation between early and late opening of the HSS. As 

can be noted, early opening of the HSS generates a glitch in 

the waveform of vM, whereas

alternation between late and early opening occurs, as expe

for a properly designed ∆tM, 

The damping of the system after the opening of the HSS 

dependent on the off-resistance of the switches, 

which are functions of vM. Based on

appendix, one can conclude that the resistance of the switches 

has values that will lead to an underdamped system for 

ranging from close to zero to one volt.

confirmed by the underdamped oscillatory nature of the
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The micrograph of the fabricated chip and (b) the complete 

 
Measurement results of the maximum ηend-to-end and POUT vs VIN. 

TABLE I 

OMPARISON OF THIS WORK WITH OTHER ZCS APPROACHES 

 

maximum power point tracking blocks, but those are beyond 

A micrograph of the fabricated chip is 

complete prototype includes the off-

H, CIN=22 µF and COUT =2.2 µF, as 

input source was emulated with a 

variable power supply and a 40 Ω series resistor.  

shows the waveform of vM, where it is possible to see 

the alternation between early and late opening of the HSS. As 

can be noted, early opening of the HSS generates a glitch in 

, whereas late opening does not. The 

alternation between late and early opening occurs, as expected 

, thus keeping iL(0) around zero. 

The damping of the system after the opening of the HSS is 

resistance of the switches, the values for 

Based on the results given in the 

x, one can conclude that the resistance of the switches 

will lead to an underdamped system for vM 

ranging from close to zero to one volt. This conclusion was 

confirmed by the underdamped oscillatory nature of the 
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transient signal observed in the experimental waveforms of 

Fig. 6, for both early and late opening. 

Using a variable resistive load at the output, the end

efficiency (ηend-to-end), which is the ratio of

the available power, and POUT were measured for different 

input voltages, as shown in Fig. 8. The minimum 

of achieving voltage conversion was 7.3 mV for a 10

(oscilloscope load). For VIN=20 mV, ηend-

voltages higher than 40 mV, the efficiency remains 

82 and 85%. Table I summarizes the performance 

with previously reported state-of-the-art ZCS 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A fully digital ZCS scheme that minimizes the 

synchronization error and losses has been 

analytical expression for choosing the optimum measurement 

delay is provided, which gives values in close agreement with 

simulation results. The impact of the measurement delay on 

the synchronization losses was investigated, 

improvement in the efficiency of ZCS circuits 

choice of an appropriate measurement delay

circuit was implemented in 130 nm standard CMOS 

technology, confirming circuit feasibility for 

conversion of ultra-low input voltages provided by energy 

harvesters, delivering peak end-to-end efficiency of 85% and 

allowing operation for input voltages below 10 mV. 

APPENDIX 

The time response of the voltage vM after the opening of the 

HSS is analyzed using the equivalent circuit shown i

Fig. 9(a) for iL(0)=0. Applying Kirchhoff’s current law at 

vM yields  

( ) (
2

2

( ) ( ) 1 1

/ /

M M

LS HS MP MP

d v t dv t

dt dt C R R LC LC

 
+ + = 

  

To evaluate the type of damping that occurs after the 

opening of the HSS, we measured the values of the 

(RHS and RLS) of the switches and the parasitic capacitance

node vM (CMP). For the switches resistance

simulation was performed, sweeping vM from 

shown in Fig. 9(b). When vM shifts from 

parallel combination of RHS and RLS ranges from 55 

100 kΩ. 

To evaluate CMP, we performed a post-

the step response of vM through the application of 

signal source with a known series resistance

time constant of the rising signal, we obtained

CMP =4.6 pF.  

For the parallel equivalent resistance of the

resistance and CMP obtained with our design, 

boost inductance (L=220 µH), the system is highly 

underdamped. Thus, using (3), the time response

after the opening of the HSS [13] is 

( 1 2( ) cos( ) sin( )M IN D Dv t V B t B t eω ω= + +
where ωD≈(LCMP)

-1/2
 and α=[2(RLS//RHS)C

since VIN<<VOUT, ωD >>α and vM(

approximate (4) for the time interval 0 ≤ t 

n the experimental waveforms of 

a variable resistive load at the output, the end-to-end 

which is the ratio of the output power to 

measured for different 

minimum VIN capable 

mV for a 10 MΩ load 

-to-end is 76%, and for 

mV, the efficiency remains between 

summarizes the performance achieved 

art ZCS approaches. 

A fully digital ZCS scheme that minimizes the 

 proposed herein. An 

the optimum measurement 

n close agreement with 

simulation results. The impact of the measurement delay on 

synchronization losses was investigated, revealing an 

cy of ZCS circuits through the 

measurement delay. The proposed 

circuit was implemented in 130 nm standard CMOS 

technology, confirming circuit feasibility for efficient 

s provided by energy 

end efficiency of 85% and 

operation for input voltages below 10 mV.  

after the opening of the 

HSS is analyzed using the equivalent circuit shown in 

=0. Applying Kirchhoff’s current law at node 

( )( ) IN
M

LS HS MP MP

V
v t

dt dt C R R LC LC
+ + = .   (3) 

To evaluate the type of damping that occurs after the 

the values of the resistances 

and the parasitic capacitance at 

For the switches resistance, the DC transfer 

from -0.3 to 1.3 V, as 

shifts from VOUT to VOUT/2, the 

ranges from 55 kΩ to 

-layout simulation of 

through the application of a pulse 

with a known series resistance. On analyzing the 

obtained the value of 

the parallel equivalent resistance of the switches 

obtained with our design, along with the 

the system is highly 

the time response of vM right 

)( ) cos( ) sin( ) t

M IN D Dv t V B t B t e
αω ω − , (4) 

CMP]
-1

. Furthermore, 

(t=0) = VOUT, we 

 ≤ tSP and for iL(0)=0  

Fig. 9. (a) Equivalent circuit of the boost converter after opening of the HSS 

and (b) the off-resistance of the HSS and LSS in parallel. 

 

as 

( ) cos( )
M O UT D

v t V t=
Considering that at the switching point (

to VOUT/2, we use (5) to obtain (
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